PART TWO JUDE BEFORE REVELATION
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Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after
the error of Balaam for reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core. 1... The
strongest word God uses of warning 2... a pervasive attitude or approach in the
latter days 3...Cain, unwilling to present the proper sacrifice of self to have Gods
approval 2... The motivating factor to serve and associate for financial gain
3...The habitual undermining and rebellion of authority.
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These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding
themselves without fear: clouds they are without water, carried about of winds;
trees whose fruit withered, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; 1....
have no issues claiming a place at the table without repentance 2... An illusion of
the source needed for life and prosperity mirage. 3... Forever being swayed by
present worldly trends yet claiming to be Christian. 4... There is little or no
evidence of relationship with God and a redemptive work. 5... Spiritual analysis twice dead. they were dead once in trespasses and sin they are now dead again
hand and now have no root been plucked up-- Out of Jesus hand?
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Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to
whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever. Please New Calvary Look
At This- waves are the cleansing process that is on going in the ocean because it
is not clean-wandering stars - Stars do not wander they are pivotal navigating
references for travel - the result for these people are this reserved for darkness
forever. ( they just got up from supper with you)
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And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying, Behold,
the Lord cometh with ten thousands of his saints,15 To execute judgment upon
all, and to convince all that are ungodly among them of all their ungodly deeds
which they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard speeches which
ungodly sinners have spoken against him
Strong's Concordance. exelegchó: convince. ... 6)); to prove to be in the
wrong, convict, (chiefly in Attic writings): by punishing, τινα περί τίνος, Jude 1:15
Rec.
Strong's Greek: 4102. πίστις (pistis) -- faith, faithfulness
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These are murmurs, complainers, walking after their own lusts; and their mouth
speaketh great swelling words, having men's persons in admiration because of
advantage.
1... always in a state of complaint, why? They are always in pursuit of their own
lust- read face book and we would think everybody is Oprah. (Oprah and Adam both had to make it about them and to do that you leave God)
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But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken before of the
apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ;
BUT- means doesn't have to be you nor should you be effected by it.
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How that they told you there should be mockers in the last time, who should
walk after their own ungodly lusts.19 These be they who separate themselves,
sensual, having not the Spirit. Jude sums it up with one observation-They have not the Spirit
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But ye, beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the
Holy Ghost, 21 Keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our
Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life.
1.... Pray in the Holy Ghost - ask for the spirit to take over
2.....Fight to Love
3.....Look For MERCY
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And of some have compassion, making a difference:
And others save with fear, pulling them out of the fire; hating even the garment
spotted by the flesh. We try to Win with Love And Compassion- ONLY?
We preach Fire And Brimstone-ONLY?
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Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling, and to present you faultless
before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy,
1....Walk With the One Who Can Keep You
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To the only wise God our Savior, be glory and majesty, dominion and power,
both now and ever-AMEN
There is ONLY One WISE God- Ecumenical? Must be a problem just before
Tribulation

